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MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

HAZEL.. URGES NATURAL GAS
FROM
CITY
„Jur:,0pe.re6, nspel

•

•
Inc
lb

New Cruiser
- Purchased By
.City Council

Campus Lights
'Production
In February

Seen By Weatherman

Hazel Chamber To Make Survey
To Check Number Of Customers

LONDON tUrf -- Weathermen
Representatives 04 the -city of with Superintendent Jack Bryan
teem. resorted the first sign of a Hazel appeared before the Mur- and Richard Tuck, Chairman of
break in the month-long mien of ray Natural Geis Corrumittee last the Natural Gas Committee of
bitter cold, which caused dozens night following the city- council
the Murray City Council, and
."Casneue; Lights." Murray State of deaths all over Europe.
meeting and requested that con- arty other gas committee memCollege mu-Acel production has
aideration be given for the sys- bers who wished to attend.
been tcheduled fur -Fetb. 31-23.
-ecandinswia and Belgium reportThe Hazel Chamber of Com•Rehearseir for the show have ed temperatures above freezing, tem to serve Hazel with natural
merce could then receive answers
been underway since early Decem- and the forecast for Britain said a gas.
to all the questions which might
ber. and the designing of sets and thaw would soon ease the strain
Mayer W. P. Russell, and COUT1the arra.eging of music for the of one of the nation's wore win- camen Cy Miller, Dr, J. B. Dov- arise as to costs. etc. Bryan did
tee the group last night that
remit has been going on for mon- ter: in nearly 300 years
er, and Hoyt Like composed the the cost of inetalaiieg the main
ths, according to Paul Davis, didelegation to discuss with the
ling. andysentem in teazel would
Weather elsewhere in Europe
rector of 'Campus 'Lights." The
committee the possibility of Ha- amount to $100,000. this coat
entire (mat will remain on campus appeared to be moderitinig after zel being served. They
sate that would be to the Murray' Natural
during between-semesters vacation a day -in which southern Spain they
hod been approached by Gas System,
to rehearse and polish the show. was lashed by a 111-milelanahour a
prieate concern from Paris,
et is for this reason, Bryan
The 1963 "Lights" is, built a- wee 'lashed b... a 111-mite-an-thour.1
but would rattier be served by told the group, that it is imperaround a fast-teeing show business snowfall in six years end 230 Italthe Murray system,
tive to find out just how many
ohmacter, Conway A. Fortune, who ians velages were isolated by
promotes dishonest talent Sho-ws ST110%,
Miller was the spokesman for Hazel residents and residents
along the higlyway will want
throughout the country.
Eight deaths due to the cold the group and urged that a Study,
4
natural gas.
Helping move the plot along are
were reported, four in France be made as to the feasibility.
He emphasized that the Murth • Campus Lights Orchestra,-a
of
Bryan
Jack
Superintendent
and four in Yugoslavia, where
ray City Council would have to
80-voice Choir, a dancing chorus,
temperatures fell to 25 below zero. the Murray Natural Gas System
vote on the question, but that
soloists, the traditional Murray
Floods accompanying the Span- told Miller that a study had althe survey could be-abrade 'to
Men Quartet, and numerous other
ith hurricare drove about 2 000 ready been made of the posdetermine just how feasible the
characters and musical -performpersons from their hones. The sibitity of serving Hazel, but that
plan is.
met
howling winds sank a number of the primary- consideration was the
Tickets for -Campus Lights."
The gas system at the present
fishing boats, but no deaths were number of potential customers in
are now on sale in the MSC Fine
time serves the cite of Murray,
Hazel.
reported.
Arts But/ding (aut-of-town orders
along the highway beHe told the group present that residents
should be mailed to Rictiarci Fart
Tunisia's snowfall was accom- the survey indicated 26'7 build- tween Murray and Mayfield, and
ret Ooldege Station, Murray, Ken- panied by freezing temperatures
-lusting one on extereions from the city.
ings in Ha z el ins
Meyer pre-lein Vaughn told the
tuleky. Ail seats are reserved and --a rare phentmenon on the 'Med- school, three chunches and fortycost 51.50 each.
group that the city would coiterrarean's southern shore.
two business buildiere. Along the.
highway- twelve catemeretal es- operate in every way, but the/
tabeshrnents arid eighty-nine res- the final decision would be up
to the council. Attending the
idencee were counted, he conmeeting . in.addition to the Hazel
tinued.
The total number of preopects /relegation and the council Btu
committee, were several other
for natural gm along the highMurray city councilmen.
way and in the city of Hazel

Mayor pro-tern
-Leonard Vaughn
preeded over the city council
meeting last night in the albsenee
of Mayor Holmes Elias who is in
Washington. D. C.
Vaughn announced that the pitolit hearing which had been weed.
tiled for last night on proposed
amendsettete to the Zoning Ordi-etled It well
et nonce, had been
r• be hold on February 14.
The council received bids on
new police mutter to replace one
of the cars whir% has over 78,000
miles on it.. Toiler Motors bid
$1498,66 on a Dodge police cruiser
with the trade -in of the °kJ car.
Parker Motors answered the - Sid,
but in their Ilettee Mkt the council
that they did nee wee to bid at
Mercenaries—Both Sexes—Flee Katanga - A tough-looking, blonde woman fighter
this time, leaving omit' the Taylor
stands with a group of mercenaries of Mo ise Tshombe's former forces in retreat bege Motors bid, which the council acfore advancing UN' troops near Kolwezi, K atanga. Tshombe left Kolwezi for Elizacepted.
bethville Wednesday, declaring he would follow U.N. plans for unification of the
The council approved the Too- .
Congo even if his personal safety is not gu aranteed by the central government.
tion that the mayor and clerk be ,
permitted to borrow up to 046.000, I
as needed, to tide the city over '
until tax callectiens are made. ,
This is a normal proeedure.
Cimmerian Starks soaked that
Martin Boone, a present temporary.
ereployee, be employed on a peen- .
FLOIteleSCE, Italy ale - Women
anent bases with the Murray Samemerged from the Italian spring'
e tatter] System lie has been hired
summer fashion collections today
since last September.
.n a blaze of color and with a
He aLso requested that Setteetook" to so it every mood.
eon Superintendent Rex Billing- .
The -gothic,' the "may-pie," the
ton and Roy Knight, miter of:
'ladybug'. and the •hox'' were
the atreet •sweeper recently purs
Just a few of the looks offered in
chased by the city, be allowed to
the collections the drew the curtattend a school on tbe sweeper
number NIS, he said.
ain Thursday night on Florence's
in Louisville on January 30 and
Bryan told the group that the
(if
munclup
Italban
faahion
sponsored
Professor
William Boaz Murray I tardey. was R. L Cooper, a guest
31 The school will be
proper procedisr,‘ would be for
buyers
international
and
-the
for
Cumpaery
Equipment
Ookagc. sous She speaker tit of stir: r...$40o,alatorwor.:.
by the Rudd
Cbrienerre
the !faze! Cllathher
press.
• the regular meeting of the Murray
President Henry Helton presidwhich saki the sweeper to the
come dormant and withstand the
By United Press International
to make a survey of these potenpreItalian
designers
who
The
Rotary
Club
ed over the meeting.
✓ city.
Schmitt; chided, industries shut coke
tial customers to see just how
sented collections in the Pitti PalThe council approved the trip down and roads were blocked by
Professor Boaz acted as Art ConNear Blizzard Conditions
many of them would subscribe
differthe
week
took
ace
during
with expend's op to $50.00 paid drifting STDOW across the eastern
Blizzards eocited western N ew ent approaches to the problem od sultant to Cambodia, before cornto natural gas- Such a survey
by the city.
half of the nation todey in the York state during the night Along what to wear next season but ing to M-urray State, under the
was made in Murray. when the
auspices of the United States.
wake of one of the century's most the Lake Michigan shore in west- agreed on a fee basics.
local system first started, by the
winds
piled
Michigan
high
cold
waves.
ern
bitter
lie toad the Rotarians that a reMurney Rotary Club.
The -hemline: Right where it
At that time lines were run
The death toll from the six-day snow over highways and the wea- wal, just covering the knee. The , quest came to the United States
The rising temperature thawed
"near
blizzard
ther
bureau
said
to the homes and businesses for out the fund drive for the heel,siege of polar air climbed to 160.
colors: Turquoise and orange with for an art coneultant because the
prevailed.
conditions"
Despite a slight break in the
a fee, a bargain at that tame. trial Foundation by $2.000 toiletsea shades of b:ue or green and Cambodians had the desire to irt
Abandoned automobile; lined the apricots and tangerines as close culoate in their people an appreciacold wave, much of the nation
QUESTION: What LS at your- Moe of these gas lines have
The new total now is $143,850
New
York
Michigan
to
tion od their nation Cambodia has public library'
ahrvereci in sub-zero temperatures roads from
been put into use.
seconds.
'according to James Johnson, cete
families
Bryan told the Hazel delega- cubve secretary of the Merritt"
early today. The mercury plunged and hundreds of rural
Plus a soft and often sinuous had their freedom for about, ten
ANSWER: You will find all of
below freezing acroas the south- were marooned_
mood. sometimes expressed in the years from the French but appar- the knowledge of the world for tion that the most feasible plan Chamber of Commerce
whoots
in
TennAbout half the
land
to serve Hazel with natural gas
shape of flowing capes, silky tun- ently have never built a national free.
Johnson said that several conThe temperature dropped to 16 eSsee remained clotted today, as ics, and sophisticated middy blous- pride in their people
would be for the Murray system tracts already committed but not
1.
Newspepers.
local
and
region"We want same-one who can
bees at Minneapobs. Mum., ear- did schools in western New York, es.
to extend lime to Hazel and to ttsrned in at the Chamber cif Combring peace to the souls of the al, with wire service stories from serve it just as it serves the merce °Place writ raise this total
ly today and fell to 13 above at Pennsylavina and Ohio.
ati
over
the
world;
feature
stories
The United Peels International
Boaz quoted the
people," -Prof
-Sheriff Woodrow Rickman sol- Atlanta, Ga.
city (af Murray at -.the- present even higher However he said that
Cemboditans as saying. They felt by- experts on limey subtects, time. He explained that the Mur- he is continuing the practice of
Crop kisses from Thursday's counted -160 weather - attributed
med a toothy crane today. Pie
local
news
within
minutes
after
that this could he achieved through
ray Natural Gas System has full reporting only what has actually'
was called to the Gibson Food cold wave were estimated at mil- deaths Indiana led the nation with
the event takes place.
an art consultant
Locker pliant where a breakin lions of dollars in Alabama. Agri- 31 Minces had 19, New England
service facilities-, with radio con- been turned in to the office.
2
Pamphlets
with
health
hints,
Professor Boar related that the
was chscoverecl. The robbers en- culture t'ornmiasionere A. W. Todd had 16 and Texas recorded 14.
tact between all units.
Investors in the Foundation wet
Cambodians had to be taught to ideas for any home or business,
He told the delegation that have not been reported are as fl
tered by cutting aluminum sheet- said the broiler industry' metered %elegem had 12 and Ohio had
angles
to
save
tate
money;
these
11.
country
and
to
"see"
conserve
their
then
door,
back
$3
million
losses
and
the
state's
the
_item
to
serve
Hazel
with
natural
gas,
'lows
The bitter cold caused gas comthe -rich background it has. • He booklets well be in a vertical file a four inch tine would be used
reached inside and opened the livestock industry also was hit
C. C. Farmer
50'
arranged by subjects
deliveries,
back
in
panies
to
cut
slides
which
showed
a
number
of
hard.
door.
from the Station located just Liberty Supermarket No 89 $150'
3 Fifteen magazines are subpointed up the wide difference in
Upper air currents 'helped ward commuters to be delayed and inAbout $13 10 in change was
smihed by the State Libraries De- northwest cat Five Paints, which
standard of living.
taken from an unlocked Fete. off extensive damage to Flotida's dustries to shut down from souwould loop Murray and come
He showed slides of Arrkor Wat. partments which will keep you irate the Hazel highway just
Apparently nothing else was tak- atready hard hit citrus crop. In thern Illinois to New England and
abreast of current trends and topacross
the
South.
about
Cambodian
temple
built
a
Rio
the
Grande
Valley,
citree
and
en.
south of the Rainey T. Wells
Officials blamed the cold wee
1200 A D which is being reclaim- es.
Primary evidence as reported vegetable growers girded for anPayments to farmers who took
4 Books are your best source of home. This would be a high
for
the
fact
that
no
marthee
the
jungle
The
temple
ed
from
other
hare
free#e
but
many
exod
a
piece
by the sheriff was
part in the 1902 feed grain and
all knowledge and wisdom that man pressure gas tine and would be
bologne from which a big bite pressed hope that earlier freezes riage licensee have been iss-uee wheat stabilization programs are rivals the pyramids off Egypt in
has accumulated through the years. large enough to serve any indusewe
the
first
in
Cadillac,
Mich.,
mate
.
acres,
and
is
ate),
covers
have
caused
citrua
trees
to
hetooth
had been taken. The .broitel
Just about completed, according to
5. Reference Books are gold try which Hazel migtrt be able
of
the
year.
surrounded
by
a
man
made
lake
do marks brought to mind one Negro
H. .B. Fulton, Chairman, Agricultmines of information on evert- sub- to obtain, as well as provide
non-paved
thighways
in
Most
five
one-quarter
mil
e
in
width
youth who is the proud puesestaor
ample service to the homes and
western Michigan counties were mal Stabitization and Conservation
'Ile mentioned something of the ject These 'finding out" tone are businemes in Hazel, A six inch
of big bread teeth. He. wae• MeatI 'aunty Committee
ericylopedias, yearbooks, anti alafter
Thursday's
30
drifted
shut
Americans
workproblems
met
by
ed and readily admitted to the
line series Murray teem the
As of January 10, program pay-mile an hour ivied gusts packed
ing in Gambodia to help the native manacs, directors, dictionaries, ire Texas Gas Mayfield area "big
breakin and returned his share
snow 12 feet high. Pobce. road- metes made to producers i-n-• Cal people help themselves They have dexes, and bibliographies. atlases,
of the money.
loway Comity for diverting 15,112
catalogs, who's who's. Dictionaries Inch" 'line,
The -Murray State Coliege basket- blocks were set up to keep (no- acres frown production into con- a distrust of any- white man, he of American Biograohy,
He implicated another Negro
was decided that a special
roads
es
tories
from
the
clogged
continued.
because
the
French
exyouth who is being sought at the ball team was entertained last
S150.000
serving uses' totaled $410,940 under
6. The librarian's will find the meeting would be held of the
National
GUardtIMCTI
searched
for
them
over
100
years.
ploited
prevent time. Both are juveniles. t night with a steak dinner by
both programs. Farms participatanswer If she hasn't the informa- Hat e I Chamber of Commerce
strandee drivers.
The
people
find
it
difficult
to
The robbery w a s committed Jerry's Drive-In Restaurant
Two natural gas companies in Mg in the feed grain program to- get excited about conentinism, he tion. she will get it for yaw If a
The entire thirteen man squad
about 810 on Thursday night.
Detroit
Thursday reported all-time taled 898, and those taking part said, because neighboring nations book is out on loan, she anll
and Coach Cal Luther and Coach
record
distribution but Pennsyl- in the wheat program totaied 3.18. present a mere immediate danger. notify- you when it comes in and
Rex Alexander together with the
•
Nationally, 1.3 million farms parvania companies Cut beck on . the
The educational system from reserve it for you; if the librarian
Iwo managers were present for the
ticipated in the 1902 feed grain
gas
detiveries
to
industrial
cuatoprimary college and beyond is be- hasn't the bet*, ehe will bore-ow
dinner.
program
and
800,00Q...in
wheat
the
By United Press Internationsl
ing aided by America, he said, to it from some library that has a
Coach Luther gave a short talk avers to better service homes.
Two hosmitliks in Pittsburgh. Pa., stabitization program. Altogether, try and save this gateway to South- copy- a( it.
Kentucky was out of
. the deep
ceneerning what practice will be
45
'Trillion
acres
were
sighed
about
7. Other sources of information freeze today but no real relief
than 50
east Asia from comirriuniam.
carried out during the next several Thursday treated more
diversion.
for
cases
-frostbite. The Arctic cold'
Professor Boaz told the .club available are movies. pictures, re- was in sight from a cold wave
dam while final smartena tions are
Polka her bAsseakelseal
that snapped telephone and power
forced officials to postpone distri- s The Chairman pointed out that that he spoke to the Cambodians cordinge and maps.
being taken.
paydiversion-pregram
the
1982
lines and strained heating facilbution of surplus food 'in the
in both their native laremege and
The management. of Jerry's
maintain
ments
helped
farmers
ities.
Ifigh Yesterday eat............. ..... 15 Drive-In said they were, pleased to Etradd ock , Pa., area until next their income during the period of a "pigeon" French which they"
For the second night sib-zero
understand Few people can speak
Low Yesterday
minus 5 present the squad with this free month.
adjusting
production
to
more
realThe 'heavy mows and at rong
temperatures were reported but
7:15 Today
plus I steak dinner.
to them in their native tongue, he
levels,
continuing
the
istic
thus
$ 50,000
were expected to rise in the mid
wince kept snow plows off the
• Remaining snow
1 8"
continued, which makes it diffiatat
highways in Jefferson County in trentd started with the 19161 feed cult to gain mute headway' and
208 this-afternoon.
Kentucky_ Lake: 7 a. m. 3542.
grain
bring
program
to
about
a
Bowling Green was Kentucky's
western New York lthursday. The
Striae 5:14, sunrise 7-04.
respect
ice box early today with a frosty
county as deslared to he in a better bala-nice between feed grain
Prafeasar Boaz was introduced
needs.
production
and
12 below zero recorded. Other lava
state of emergency when 50 mile
Western Kentucky — Fair and
by Domed Hunter. Rotarian and
The dedication tertice of the readings included 10 below at Lonan hour winds whipped fivedoot
warmer today, high ITI the mid
Registrar of Murray State College.
WILL
MEET
.ACE
Only visitor at, the meeting yes- Poplar Springs Baptist Church eon, 8 below at Covington, 6 below
- 20.5. Partly cloudy smemettetwee
Zlhe Junior Ilia- :MXIE_ of the drifts across roads.
has been postponed according to at Louisville and 5' beitny atsLexAt Cairo, 111., where' the Mistaco cold tonight with a low of 10 Fine Methocest Church will moonRev. Charles Salmon, the pastor. ington.
above • Seturday increasing dome sor a clothing drive for the Murray sissippi and Ohio revere -meet, a
-"e"
1
,
40The
Y
04140111f
Rev.- Salmon said., that the ' Three-quarters of the homes'and
The Calloway County A.C.E.
12 miles Miseissippi ice jam tied
Cloth-erg Bank
Mess and continued cold.
severe weather we u Id prevent business at Paducah were without
Anyone who wishes to donate up 275 barges. Rivemien said the will meet on January 28 at 400
Terreetrattnees at 5 a. 7111. (tree:
many persons from attending the heat and electricity for an hour
Louisville -3R Lexington -5, Oov- clothes as asked to call 753-3812 Jam was getting worse as the p.m at College High School. Mrs.
dedication service of the ritolF awl 20 minutes when a 99-000-volt
.
noon on mercury hovered nem tenet Icing LaVerne Russell is chairman of
By United Press International
ington -7, Padocah 3, flowlffig between 9-00 and 1200
The common octopus feeds prin- church building and that a new feeder line of the Tennessee ValGreen -10, London -9, Hopkinstailte Saturday The clothes may he conditions also were said to be a group which will discuss "Re-6, Huntingene W . Va., 0, and brought by the chtireh or picked- developing dangerously on the view net Childhood Education cipally on crabs, according to the date would be announeed toter ley Authority snapped at 7:30 a. m.
up on request, a spokesman said. Ohio skiver.
Pubticatiuns."
Encylopecha Britannica,
when better weather prevailed. (EST)
Evanevi-lle, Led., -6.
.

Closed Schools,
Industry in Wake
Of Winter Storm

Women Emerge In
Look To Suit Mood

Building National Pride And
Understanding, Teacher's Job

Rising Mercury

Thaws Drive
For Foundation

Library Questions
And Answers

Tooth Marks
•Lead Police
To Robber

$410,940 Is
Received By
Local Farmers

59c
25c
49c
.09

INDUSTRIAL
FOUND•ATION
THERMOMETER

Cage Squad Gets
--Free Steak Dinner

rt

.$143,850

1

Kentucky Is Out
Of Deep Freeze

Illroather
Itiport

$100,000

of

Dedication Service
Has Been Postponed

1

Clothing Drive To
Be Held Saturday
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PUbeleatilD by Li:Lg.:ER it 'Mile PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
el, The (..h.-ow ay Tunes, and The
,necet'on uf the Murray
Chtoe-ero, lied, and the West Kentuckian, January
. .
C.
ILLLeMS, PUBLISHER
•
We .ro.,Q,
:vrtar r:it.rit-tto--re3ect any Aavertisuig, Letters to the Editor,
eteee.• ieeee echis wnicn, in our upauen, are not ler the best inft.
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The 28th Biennial iipididaition of Contemporary
American Painting, considered by artiste as one of
the four really big sheets every two years in the
United Slates, selected this year a paintang, "La
Pert.," by Thomas J. Walsh, sculpture teacher In the

by Carrier in Murray, per week • 2or, per
ik) andan.g COULI1.1111b, nee eeer, *Cate tee-

.,-

•

Arbor, where he had it. major in sculpture and
miners in painting and ceramics. Mr. Walsh said
that he helauited to go directly into graduate study
after finishing his undergradnate wort; he felt that

25, :19u3

_.
ieit'OeIihNt L 01 DiSCUSSION
&

•

Mr. Wideh )(heed the Murray abide College
faculty hat Sepbember after getting Ins BB. and
M.FA. from the UlliVerS1V of Michigan at Ann

- Civic Aseei of a Con:uncanny is the
"-Lae Ouneandine
Ini.e.ity at ni Newspaper"

— SANLARY

it would be inlay a continuation at his senior year.
Feeling that he needed some time for re-evaluation

••

,......e.-. a eah.g el aeiciing articles published in two
e
4
......,-........- ..i., •,, eel, ii.ipe..s 1.6 to mention son-Aril-ling Hero...a ,,,,.iase tale prulession to wil.cn we laave
oi ellur„ IS prominently involved.
...c-iiine
it
us ..ited,
h:- I tic.I i-iuul er s...ci. --illy:solute .IreedOm of the press
amenI.........Z k..'.....).-iC .4..ACZ ....-:...., a..., a 1,Oand.itatiti scone
..
,

or

e;_eeelale'llt in lege in an addle:is
ne- nillet. ...e.
- ._. ...
..,...,. It. — ...t i....1...— .i.t etit.g id tae AsSociatea. Press.in
I* 1 ...,.g_.
,.. ..i.,- tu.t ,,..i,Luz.„):1 Ovcause it sounds like the found:ic r..:.: ;:: rilluirete Jeffecaen, migat have
.....- .. vie ..iie ...i........ai .t...s.i. ,.. dat.ii.soil itioo.Cl have appreei-

•

art division. Walsh, onle, 25 years old, seems to be
getting a good start in the world of art.

ULie, Murray, frieiateche, ior liaLlsImp.1111 M
Matter.

_ he,enh ice. h.%

JANUARY 25, 1963

25-Year-Old Professor Has Come
A Long Way in a Short Time

THE LEDGEit & TIMES

;.1-1r

FRIDAY -

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

close and
-?0M MARS? V00000 DOCTOR?— No, look
e grotesque character actually is a lawn 'prinkeutiete snuggled In bushes In LOS Angeles.

Reaction To Death Of Hugh
Gaitskell Seems Unanimous

and growth in art before starting graduate school,
Mr. Waleh went a year between degrees "bumming
around" in Mexico.
-The year I spent in Mexico," said Mr. Walsh,
"was probably the meat educational eitiPerlenee of
my life." While there he did a lot of drawing, and
did two fresco consnesslons, one for a church and
the other for a public building. It was during this
time, also, that he approach to art changed from
non-representation to representation.

than concentrating primarily on the human figure
as he is doing this semester.

Mr. Walsh laments the lack of sculpture at
' determined.
By PHIL NEWSOM
Murray State. He feels that sculpture -should not be
.•
Test Of Unity
UPI Foreign News Analyst
just for mu-eeurns, but should be a part of.leteligii
.Ameae, einieh po-iecal oat:lion I Also to be determined is the
and London newspapers able the real unity. of the Labor party,
Mr. Walsh said that he considers Murray a very
Ltfe."
1
e. CI-1 61.J 18 k_A-Pel 6/ Vs tf% 11..),M.reacton to the death of Labor whether it was a fragile thing degood place to work, because there ere no distractions.
.. - .... -....,....,.k --, ..,.S. News -and World Re- party heeler Hugn Gaitekeel sewn- pending entirely upon Ganskeli or
in a shoPlOng%
way
bong
a
come
has
Mr.
WaJah
was
berm
Gankell
able
to
whether
He is teaching hour asepses this smarter, with the
...stosi, lara,..:lacea Luau iketuleill. ed uneasiliOU.S.
Conservative Sundayl it 'With the binding necessary .to
in art kr'
tie
talents
his
Said
developed
certainly
has
he
on
emphasis
and
mode,bng. He would like to try more
...-eees Anteeican Ieurnaliam . Telegraph:
political victory even though he
of
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Pi Kappa Alpha Head
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Kei.l.edy, when asked
Secietary itooert S. Melsalnal •
p:e3taent,ai nomination:
iur him to launch his candi-A

Robertson 4-H
Club Has Meeting
Club of R•••bertsor-,
on January le in the
.• 1L. M. The president called
the meeting, to order ,and the
chub repeated the Pledge of Alin unieon.
pledEvery, :tie Learned the'
ge, The Chr-esnas party at the
dueid the-n
roller rink
the goDup sang and played games
Nieric Bankerisne, paned the elubl
e- a new member. .
4-H

, a-.
.,...._
•fr.

.:t

Cassius Clay,
of Charley Powell:
on saOtig from
. I sta,..ect cuol,
his„eyes in the

Ten Years Ago Today,
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and affection ts given by
HER HERO—A Ionic of admiration
hosts at White House,
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy as husband
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Jet delivered to the Special Air Mis•
MATS' FOR VIPS—This is the new Boeing VC-137C
Important Persona
store Squadron of the Military Air Transport Service. It Is foe Very
in government, Including the President and Cabinet members, and for foreign dignitaries.
Range 7,000 miles, cruising speed 550 miles per hour and up, payload 58,900 panda
The plana.has long-range radio and teletype communication 009901902. Moira,Prowl
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MIAMI BEACH IUD — The
skills have dwindled with the
years but the dream still burns
bright in the agile mind of Suer
ills Robinson.
Because of financial necessity.
"I never did dig this, man," he
said as he taped on the fistic
bandages of his trade in a little
cluttered room at the Fifth Street
Gymnasium.

•

"Pt's just my way of making
the best living." he added, kneadtrig the tape across his knuckles.
"I was blessed with this talent.
Pet there are a whole lot of
tilrigs I'd rather do than fight."

•

But fight he must, even now
after more than 350 bouts as an
amateur and a five-time world
champion who still thinks he can
climb once more to the very top.
Needs the Money
"You. need the money," he
se,sed in his high voice. "You

f
For Your Every

HEATING OIL
Need -

Call

•••••••-6,,,
SHELi.'

•
se„

KENTUCKY LAKE
OIL CO.
New Concord Road
Phone 753-1323

a

Clay, Undisputed "Champ of Prophesy,rif_,'
Again'And Calls Exact Round For 13th Time

Seneca Wins
• Easily In LIT

— Senecs
LOUISVTI-Li
Owensboro, Carr Creek and Elizabethtown Catholic were expected to win semifinal berths today
he admitted. "The dollar is a big in the Louisville Invitational
;!'
,
pert of it, particularly the Vt',
High School Basketball Tourists
things are today with the tax merit.
structure."
Owensboro and Clarr Creek got
Owes No Taxes
off to shaky starts and missed
do
you,
what
do
need it, so you
But, he insists, he doesn't owe uosets by one-point marginis in
best."
Uncle Sant-% dime .
the first round Thursday
sehrrib.
So it is that he will
--- "They're ahead of me," he
Seneca. ranked atop the United
through the ropes at Miami Beech grinned. "They're holding back Press International Board of
Convention Hall on Jan. 30 for a 2514,000 of mine from that first Coaches ratings all season, easily
bout against Ralph Dupas of New fight with Carmen Basilic' in downed Flaget 61-37 for its 12th
Orleans. It is another step in 1957. They call it anticipatory. win- in a row. Mike Redd and
what he calls a "schedule" de- They don't want to get stuck like Tom Duggins hit for '17 and 16
signed to take him in against 'hey did with Joe Louis. But points respectively.
Terry Downes at London in April /saw I. insist on getting my money
Second-ranked Owensboro got
and then, if he wins. against before I go into the ring."
a scare frorn St. Xavier which
Dick Tiger for the middleweight
lost its chance for an upset by
Yet. even if he gets pest Dowtitle the Sugar man has held four
losing the hail in the final secnes and into a bout with Tiger,
times
onds. The 45-44 decision was
There is no guarantee he will he stall doesn't know if he will the Red Devils' 15th straight
go that far. Against - Dusras, prob- be "all right" financially.
win. The Tigers outsnot Owensably. against Dowries. maybe. But
"I just don't know," he said boro 42.2 to 30.1 but were outsomeis
Tiger
the blockbusting
as he walked toward he ring. rebounded.
thing else again.
Carr Creek. ranked .sirth iii
"I just don't Intim."
eye"thee?" he arched his
the UPI ratings this week, nallied
that
brows. "I don't think in
Then he went out, at 42, to in the fourth period to edge
vein. Dupes is not a contender pinsly the thing he "never did Shawnee 41-40. The Indians went
but he could be rough. But if dig"--but which is the best way cold and missed their first 10
I did lose this it might throw* open for him even now when shoes in the final quarter.
me off schedule, of course, which the talents of greatness have
Elizabethtown Catholic. the No.
makes this an important bout to almost disappeared.
10 team in the UPI ratings, rolled
to a 53-37 victory over Dupont
Great Fighte'r Once
Manual and trailed only early
There was a time, when he
in the first period. "
was regarded as the greatest 1961 Graduate Designs
Owensboro was expected to eafighting man pound for pound
sily dispise of Atherton (6-4) in
Stained-Glass Windows
in ring history. that Sugar Ray
the opening game of the second
might have taken all three of For Henderson Church
round this afternoon. Carr Creek
them in one night with a haircut
will face Ceptral (9-3) in the
and a shave. But while his record
first game of the evening seeshows only 62 kisses in 166 pro
Patricia Corbell, 1961 Murray sion.
bouts, this is not the old RobElizabethtown' Ca th ol ie will
State graduate, designed the staininson.
ed-glass 'windows for the new meet Male (8-3) and Seneca
The Sleeltnesa still is there but First Christian Church building in takes on DeSales (10-2) in the
now it is tinged with a trace of Henderson last spring.
n i ghtcap
angularity. The face shows dark
Semifinal games were schedulMiss Corbell's designs w ere ed Saturday morning with the
patches from t h e war tissue
building up as the reflexes go selected by John Russell Baker, championship round to be played
dream. The one-time dancing man who designed the building for at 6 pin. EST.
of the lethal fists has cerne beck iTorn Paine AssoCiates. Her dearnisa to the ordinary and it Signs were selected over those of
In a perk in the center of
is the name and the legend whist two prolenutonal artists.
I Pikeville is a plaque coneriernbringe in the customers now.
Miss Corbel] is presently con- oratingthe spot where James
And he must go on because of neeted profersionally with an art Garfield, later the 20th president
gallery in San Francisco, where, of the US., was sworn in as a
the money.
-"Sure, one of the big rearms among other duties, she teaches; Union brigadier general in January 1862
I'm fighting is because of money," dames in art,

SPORTS PARADE
By OSCAR FRALEY
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By DICK FONTANA
Pre.. Into...Ilona;

hands and knees, attemfged to
get to his feet but shook his head
futilely and was counted out.
"I'm the prophet of the fight
game." Clay said later in his
dressing room.
all,
'
"I'm making history. After
I'm calling my rounds and making them stand up.

Punch. I should have jabbed more
and kept the pressure on him.
Clay said Powell had hurt him
with a left hook in the sec„nd
round. "Ilt shook me," Clay declared.

PITTSBURGH 1011) — Cassius
Clay, the undisputed "champ of
prophesy," sailed home to Louisville on a cloud today with a
promise to become the "champ
"Powell kept on talking to me.
of heavyweights" in 10 months.
He kept on saying from the f -ft
Clay, self-proclaimed "Louisround on, "Come on big mouth,
ville Lip," disposed of former
(Working on Time Table
I it's nearly round three." I stayed
orofessional football star Charlie
cool. I didn't pay any attention.
Powell in 2:04 of the third round
"I'm working on a timetable," I noticed fear in his eyes . in
prea
fulfill
to
night
Thursday
Clay added. "My schedule is to the third. Kill the head and you
dicted knockout victory for the
win the championship in lb die," Clay said.
wins.
13th time in 14.1cera
months. I am the Louisville Lip.
the
Clay had boasted before
Clay, who weighed 204. said
My Lips break records when I
fight that he would "annihilate"
Powell was "'the roughest fighter
move them."
Powell in the third round.
I met yet—for three rounds."
Immediately afterward, matchPowell blamed a flat-footed
Clay said he could vanquish
maker Teddy Brennan of Mat- attempt to land "one big punch"
champion Sonny Liston in eight
son Square Garden announced he with costing him the win.
will sign the third-ranked Clay
Powell, remarking on this sad.
"I fought the wrong type of
to a fight with Doug Jones for
fight," Powell said. "I stood still "Clay will be okay, if he can
March 13 in New York.
one stay away."
"I would like to fight Jones and tried to floor him with
(ranked sixth) arid Billy Daniels
SHE'S IN DEMAND — Randy
(ranked seventh) on the same
Aycock, 17, who will finial]
night," Clay confidently asSerted
Tex.,
high school in Houston,
in his jubilant dressing room
the
of
In June, shows some
a ft er extending his unbeaten
bids she has received beYelephom PL *-I621
SOS W. Okiki
string to 17 straight, "In this
Sandy,
as
cause she's known
way," he added, "I can make
ED LOAN 00."
NOIRI-OWN
"YOUR
She's
Elizabeth.
not Sandra
greater progress."
been invited to join the
Boos
Drew Heavy
Army, Navy, Air For
Clay's easy win over the 214Marines, and has receii
pound Powell drew heavy boos
training offers in tranars
a record local indoor crowd
from
pt1
driving,
truck
Paton,
of 11,228 which paid a gross of
trig aircraft All those
$44,792 and a net of $47.360. Ten
partunities should leave
OLDEST AND LAI:GEST LUAIDER CO. IN MIJRRA
per cent of the net, $4.736, will
In good shape.
go to a fund for families of 37
men killed in a mine explosion
last month.
Tel. 753-3161
104 East Maple St
Clay said a "herd right hatfd"
set up Powell for the kill. The
punch which put hirn down was
a -left hook.
Federal State Market News
FRANK PRESENTS
The 21-year old Clay had little
SIervice, Friday, Jan. 25, 1963.
with Powell, 29-year old
trouble
Hog
Area
Kentucky Purchase
from San Diego, Calif. He danced
Market Report including 9 buyaround the ring through the first
ing stations. Receipts Thursday,
FRANEs
two rsunds landing stinging jabs
totaled 235 heed. Today barrows
featuring DOD1E DOWDY
will
almost
at
rights
and
straight
and guts are 25c lower. No 1
to stalk around
chose
as
Powell
and Her Horn
180 to 220 lbs. $16.00. to $1625.
the center of the canvas.
TUESDAY thru SATURDAY
No. 1. 2. and 3 180 to 230 lbs
$15.50 to $15.75; 235 to 270 lbs
Powell said a "flurry of pun4:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.
$14.25 to $15.50; 150 to 175 lbs thee" near the end of the second
LADIES INVITED
of PADUCAH
$12.75 to $1525. NO. 2 and 31 round "got me woozy" and he
sows 300 to 600 lbs $1175 to went down under the barrage
No Cover Charge
Washington at 9th
$13.50. Boars all weig $8.50 to in the third. While referee Ernie
$1125.
Sesto tolled eight Powell, on his

I

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

HOG MARKE1

BOB HOLMES and
the TRENDS

ELBOW
LOUNGE
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OW- ow hys Off

Decorator Tricks
That You Can Try

4414C.
Sy JOAN O'5ULUVA11

•

•

ig job
/ lath
all of
cen-

•

•

•

•

1109,DO you make a guest
I room look cozily and
comfortably like a living
•
area?
How can you make a small
dining room seem airy and
spacious 7

RIGHT From Your EASY CHAIR

Dully Questions
Questions rich as these Confront decorators daily. It's
all in a day's work.
The guest room problem la
easy to solve.
Key to the solution Is a
sofa bed. New ones are so
they
handsomely designed
keep their secret superbly.
One new decorator guestliving room features an Italian Renaissance sofa so sleek
and sophisticated, with Its mahogany frame and damask
cover, that you'd never guess
It could or would open into a
double bed.
New Purchases
The sofa-bed and two comfortable armchairs were the
new purchases for this setting.
Decorating corners were cut
by topping a colorful drum
with a circle of glans and
turning it into a clever conveisation-piece coffee table.
An old carpet was cut down
Into an area rug, its needlepoint border carefully preserved.

YOUR NEWSPAPER
IS YOUR 'TICKET'
TO PLACES NEAR AND FAR where the events that
change the course of history are happening - where
the top stories of human interest unfolds.
TO MEETINGS WITH FAMOUS PEOPLE who give
their ideas on politics, religion, books, foods, and
much more. These are the ideas that may well help
you and your family live a happier, more useful life.

DECORATIVE wallpaper with vertical lines is used to make a low ceiling appear
higher. Scaled-clown furniture also makes this small room seem larger than It is.
Instead of hanging pictures prints were hung In the bookon the wall, which features a ca-se
Note, too, how leftover
wallpaper mural, framed

wallpaper was used to n site
decorative book Jackets!
All in all, the setting is cozy
by day and, thanks to the
sof a -b ed„ comfortable by
night.
Dining Room
Theiproblem of makirs a
small dining area seem lager
Involves choosing furniture
scaled to the room and employing a few tricks to ct.iate
an airy illusion.
Jay Dorf of the Amer'can
Institute of Decorators did
the job effectively in a cu byhole of a room with e '^•••
ceiling.
Vertical Lass
Wallpaper with vertical
lines was used to make the
ceiling seem higher.
Low furniture was choem—
a charming little sideboard
and a lovely round tabls.

.r
•

•

•

DISCOVER A WORLD OF'
IDEAS, NEWS AND VIEWS

Hangs Low
Cleverly, the chandelier was
hung lower than usual. 'thls,
plus the short height of the
table and a tiny flora/ arrangement, makes the chr_ndelier seem high enough tbove
furniture' to give the itn,restion of normal ceiling ka'ghL
?
lima. of Simmons
Decorating p ruble.
thit operia Mtnit artsible bed makes a tering rooinsess,ly - There lan't-onesthatsegnS. be -ITALIAN RENA-Diti-ANCIt
cocktail table.
solved with know-bow.
to serve as a guest room. Glass top turns a colorful drum into a novel

TO SPORTS,EVENTS AND THEATRES, where you
may not have an opportunity to go, but where expert reporters ga - and there report to you exactly
what happened, and their criticisms and evaluations
of those events. TO LOCAL WEDDINGS AND PARTIES that are fun
to read about, even if you were there! You can sit
right at home and find out who went where and
what they wore - all the news of your neighbors
and friends.

Enjoy The Pleasure of Reading
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I-Elizabeth Bivins Captures Crown
In Shield's 1963 Beauty Contest

•

Ma1/61SY;.‘
The tashetediW

Donna Ruth Grogan
Honored Recently
,
With Tea Shower
Baptist Church

e-ndar

Lae s
raa-4 •

'
litanSr

rdelt.11.6:4
7 p.m.' NM.allhelalatee and Mrs.
Brya n6144- tat Aare
gram on arterehature and National
Securay. litatesses vain ba. Mrs.
Ned Weston and Mrs. John 4 1..
•••
Saturday. January 26th
The Aaphe Department 4 the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its luncheon meeting at the club
hove at noon. Hostesses will be
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. Louise
thek, Miss Beatiactiallaye, Mrs.
J. I. Hosick, arid Mrs. P. A. ROL
•••
Monday. J
y flat The Murray Toaanustress Club
will meet in the directors room
of the Bank of Murray at '7:30
•• •
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 10 am. Huetesees
will be Mesdames Bill Warren,
Lee Dew. Henry McKenzaea and
Vera Taylor.
•••
The Daces Sunday School of
the Fast Baptist Church wS3
have a (tamer meeting at the
Southsatie Restaurant at 6:45 p.m.
Group IV. Veneta Sexton, Captain, will ae in charge.
•••

Tuesday, January 29th

'

The West Fork
intermediate GAs will meet in
Miss Donna Ruth Grogan. bride
the.berne of Mrs. Kenneth Palm- elect of Clarence Woodrow Hern1211 13-131don Jr., was honored with a
•• •
tea _shower rat the Murray WomWednesday, January 30th
an's Club House on Saturday,
. The Missionary Auxiliary of the January 10 ,at seven-thirty o'North Pleasant Grove Cumber- clock in the evening.
land Presbyterian Church wail' The hostesees for the lovely
have a patkark luraoheon at 11 prenuptial ...cession were Mrs.
am. at the home of Mrs. Merritt Robert McOage, Mrs. Surto n
Lawson.
Young, Mrs Cleo Grogan, Mrs.
i.e
J. W. Young. and Mrs. Harry
The Paret Methodist Church! Jenktras.
WS hat rescheduled its study' Receiving the guests with the
on -Dimensions of Prayer" at the honoree were her mother. Mrs.
social hall-from 9 am. to noon.1 Leon Grogan, and her mother• ••
in-law to be. Mrs. Clarence
Woodrow Herm:Ion.
Slim Grogan chose to wear
for the event a turquoise printed
The Spiritual Life study on the dress with turquoise accessories!
"Dimensions af Prayer" by the and a has-teat-es'
It corsage of
W o in; n's Some-at of Christian white carnations. Mrs. Groaran
Srvice t if the First Methodist wore a gold printed dress with
Church was postponed this week brown acceeeories and her corsage
due to the extreme cold weather. was of yellow carnatients. The
The study has been rescheduled groom-elect's mother chase a
for Wednesday. January 30, in navy dress with matching accesthe social hall of the church. sories and her get corsage was
This will be a double sesseon of pink carnatons.
starting at 9 am. and ending at
The beautifully appointed tea
noon.
All members of the church are tat* was overlaid with a elite
imported cloth at Brusseas lace
urged to attend.
and centered with a lovely arrangemerits of white gladioh and
stock. The color scheme of green
and yellow was used.
Mrs. Marvin Wrather presided
WI the punch bowl and Mrs. Tom

II'SCS Prayer Study
To Be Wednesday

Read The Ledger's
Classifieds

Oet on the gravy fercr:i

4
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eresesarrintie erase
ha' aim MOM ttr. the eterue at
-,eneioneel
NallaY a bridn,
man" too, know tta eirtuera
It stare a steeteut to emk-

tag. Om tt a' an ogredient
hitand inirdneliil tidinge
etio.nas tba tasty rep.s.
mits yonal mridises
oars two Periwig.
ervvyymillitlf=e4 PEPPERS
4 bus- gr-en pnppors
lb. ground beef
c. chopped celery
c. Moppet onion
tap. satt
clove gertic, minced
1 tbsp. butter or
Margartne
I teala or..) can
mushroom gravy

1
%
%
%
1

Tat

1 c. cooked rice
2 Atom inDd proms
cheese, cut into 8 strtpe
Remove tops and peed* from
peppers. Cook, covered, in a

sliced

liNizabeth 'ravine junior, Mt. Cart
mei, IH, has been earned 1983
-Shield Queen," aecorchog to Jerry
Shroat, Shield editor.
Miss Birirss wan selected from
five finalists by televi*on comedian Durward Kirby. Mr. Kirby made
his selection from head-and
shoulders photogr.aphs at the five
finalists.
'After much consideration, I
have selected Miss Bivins as my
No. I choke," said Mr. Kirby in
a
letter to Siiroat. "In my opinion
she has beauty, %%arm, and
What
would appear to be a winning
iersonatity
behind
her sweet
bale,- mid Mr. /Cathy.
The other tour finalists were:
Marcia Chtanbler. junior, Mayfield; Nancy Farley. junior, Henaersan, Joy. Fentress, sophomore,
flopkinsville; and Anne Wrather,
eophomore. Murray.
Miss Divins.'a physical education
and hasten/ sistIor, was this year's
111NiELD quEg.t1 OF 1963
"Football Queen." She
ROTC
—.Second-Battalion sponsor and
a
i
member of .International Relations
Rya-lett served the cake.
Chub
and Women's Athletic AsThe many wedding gifts we:.e
sociation.
displayed and shown by Ma.
Lust year she was a candidate
Keith Hall and Mrs. In Hart
. for "Mountain Laurel"
Miss Susan Smith of Bentan,
repro-tareBro. and Mrs. Vaden were callsorority sister of the honoree, ed to Memphis Friday because of ative and "Miss Body Beautiful."
presented piano background mus- their grand baby being very sick. She entered "Miss Illinois" emir
ic during the evening. Mist lain They returned home Saturday as petition in 1960.
Other nominees for "Shield
Wrather kept the register.
the baby was doing mane better.
Two hundred persons were inMr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschal's Queen" this year were
Susie
Blind, evolvement. Bethesda, Md.;
cluded in the guest bat.
twin girls are AM with meaaes.
• ••
Die
Beawell, junior. Smithianta
Mr. and Mrs. .Bardon Nance visited the taitity tiancee Monday Judy (bendier, senior, Benton;
Janice
Cherry,
, jumar. Murray: and
night.
Bre. and Mrs. Vaden. and Mr. Andrea Sykes, !nehmen, Murray.
Ten
girls were nominated by
and Mrs Lawrence Fletcher visited Mr and Mrs. Oman Pasaball the Shield staff. and five finalists
were
selected by a panel of
Monday mate.
Cballione Paschall is el with
Nance
WIltliarna senior, Inekett,
measles.
Mrs. Glynn Orr spent Tuesday ins last year's "Shield Queen"
—true
the Cortege ge.re.
with ?Ara. Ralph Gallimore
_
Tony an0 ask Nene-F. have been
Terry, and Mir. and Mrs. Morrts
sick the past week wall cut&
by GEORGE M. LANDIS
Jan }bailey km been out at the Jenkins visited dye George Jenschooi last week with sore throat. kins Sunday
aa -Sagan 'Sykes apent Weclnenrii --Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Mokis
•y Geo. M. Land,s
'nth Taylor Holley in the lioa
SINNER, n1E7 YOUR FRIEND! bight and Thursday with the R. D. od
pita Sunday Mold.
Text: "The Son of Men is came Keys.
Mrs. Nina Hallow. Louise Relay,
Mr and Mrs. hiethaesiaLese. lied
...a friend of pubLeans and sindaughter visited the TA Orrs and'Idrs. lienilee Rainey and Joe,
ners" (Lk. 734e
lab -and Jerry Hodiey visited TayPerhaps you inquire. nIbilt Tuesday night.
Bro. Vaden visited Mr and Mrs. Dar Holley Thursday night.
presif do I have that Jesus Christ
Mr and Mrs One Key, and Mr.
As the sinner% friend, that Hal. laugh Paschall Tuesday afternoon. and
Mrs. Verge Paschiel satiated
• Mr and Mrs R. D. Key visited
indeed my friend'"
Hugh Paschall aid family SunIn reply, tot me ask you. "Hcrw Tay lee Holley and Clay (\sok Thursday afternoon.
is earthly friendship demonstrat- day night In Henry County HospiMr and Mrs.
Orr and Riced' Is it not by love chspiayed tal
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke kw waited Mr. and Mrs. Ralpli
in making anry sacrifice. however
speM .Theaday rust with Bra. Kennedy Sunday.
great, for that teener"
Mr and Mrs John Weber viBut you miry answer: "No one Terry Sills at larkse)
'Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschaii, sited the Hugh Parchalis Saturday
loves me, no one had done or
afternoon
will do anything for a wretch Morris Jenkins and Howard MorMr and Mrs Arlin Stewart from
like me. I have, by my sinful ris visited Taylor Holley. and Clay Paris
attended church at North
life, forfeited every right to re- Cook in the hospital Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Irvin and Fork Senday Night and vatted Bro.
ceive favor from either God or
Kerry: vaned the Billy Nance'. Vaden's after church.
man."
Bee 'and Mrs Vaden visited he
Thursday
night.
Listen, troubled soul, w bile
Lather, Charlie Vaden. m Nobles
Mr
Noah
Hotley
and
Mrs
Grace
God ;pea*: "Greater love hath
Hoapitil Sunday ifternoon.
rio man than this, that a man (hr visited Taylor Holley WedMr and Mrs. Junior Kuykendall
nesday.
lay down his life for his friends."
Mrs. Lula Orr visited a few days and boys visited Mr alld Mrs. Cale
Again, you may reply, "But in
last week with M7. aid Mrs Her- Kuyirenclail Saturday night acid had
no sense of the term can I be
bert (hr and went from their to a fish supper.
called a friend of God."
Susan Sykes is back in who'd
visa awhile with Mat and Mrs CaHearken once more to the voice
measles.
rol Key in Parris.
of God's Word, "But God COM-.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sparks this week after being out with
mendeth His love toward us, in
Mr and Mrs Eudie Fletcher vivisited Mr. and Mrs Billy Nance
that while we were yet sinnars.
sited the Adolphus Paschal's SaFriday night.
Christ died for me." If you would
Mr and Mrs. R D. Key and Mn turday afternoon.
really kresw that Jesus Christ is
Mrs Billy Jo Harding is emand Mrs. Oman 'Paschall spent
the farmer friend, came by faith
Saturday in Paducah waft the ployed at the Purpear Nursing
to the place called Calvary. BeCharlie Writers and Jack Key. home.
hold Him there wearing a coninet _Mr
Charlie Olive at Paducah and
Key's condition Is not better
of thorns, with cruel nails driven
and he is still confined to his bed. Douglas Rudolph Key visited Hothru His loving hands, and see
Mr and Mrs. Oman Parachall, ward Morris Monday
Him ehthroned upon a felon's
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
Miss Emma Hooper, and Mrs War:
cross. Limen. while that cry of ren Sykes
visited Mrs. R. W. Key shopped in Paris Monday
desolation rends the avehil dark- Thursday airernoon.
Mr and Mee. James Morton and
ness: "My God. My God, Why - Bro. Vaden aistted
Mrs. Ella Mor- daughter visited Mr. and Mrs Bahaat Thou forsaken Me?" There, ris Thursday afternoon.
ty Nance Suoday p. m.
dear reader, you have convincing
Mr and Mrs Ceylon Morris ettiro Vaden visited the Charles
proof which eternity cannot erase, :dad Mr
and Mrs. Oman Paichall
Paechalls Thursday afternoon:
that- Jesus Christ is the Friend Friday mgat
of Sinners. that He is you Friend.
Mrs Ralph Gailismore. Mrs. R. W.
Butch and Judy Pascbali 'netted
The hymn writer thus sings of Key. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visited
Ann Wens Sunday afternoon;
this Friend:
Mr. Warren Sykes Friday.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Gallanore vu
"P. was a lanai,' path He trod,
Mr anil Mrs Carrell larryd vaited sited- Mr and Mrs. Charles Pae
From every human soul apart.
Mr and MTt• Clarenece Paschal chat] Sunday afternoon
Known only to Himself and God Sunday afternorrn_
Was all the grief that filled His
D Key and Mrs Warren
Mr and Mrs. Charles Paschall,
heart.
Sykes were in Paris Friday
Butch and Charlene were dinner
Yet from the track He turned not
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Gallenore guests Monday of Mr and Mrs..
back,
visited Mrs. Fate Morris Sunday Fred Gatlimore Afternoon visit'Till where I lay in sin and afternoon.
ors were Mr. and Mrs Horner Passhame,
Mr and Mrs. Milford Orr and chall.
He found me. Blessed be His

A BIT
FROM THE BIBLE

Sy JOIN ernotryks

email amount of water for 10
min.; drain.
In skillet, rightly brown
beef and cook celery, onion,
salt and garlic In butter imt11 vmetab:eis are tender.
Pour off excess drippings.
Stir in gravy and nee.
Spoon mixture Into peppers.
Place in baking dish l9ex<tx2
Si.). Cover bottom at Man
with water.
Bake at 3,50 F. for 30 into.
Top each pepper with 2
strips of cheese; bake 15 arta
more or until peppers are
tender.
aaierves 4.
BEFY ON RI('!
1 lb. round attack, cut Into
thin strips
$ tbrip butter or
margarine
% lb trash mushrooms.

Junior Coed
From Illinois
Wins Finals

•••11110•Q••••••&-.

SIAICES OF round steak. mushrooms and green
belted In asesoned canned gravy are spooned over
% rnecttum green pepper,
cut into Ls in. squares
la tap. leaf thyme, crashed
1 i10'. os-) can beet
gravy

Cooked rice
In

skillet, brown meat In
butter. Add mushroom& green

per
rice.

pepper and thyme. Cook until
green pepper is tender.
Stir in gravy; cover: cook
over low heat for 10 min or
until tender. stirring Row and
thin
Serve on rice.

Serves 4.

ii

Nerrte!"

Blowing Of Wind
Makes It Much
Colder Chart Shows
410

WASHINGTON
— It you
think it is cold When the air is
still, just think what It would be
if the wind were blowing.
Or if the wind is blowing,
think how much colder it would
be if the wind were blowing
harder.
The Army has a "chill chart"
from which these matters can be
determined exactly.
For example, if the temperature
is 20 degrees and the wind is
blowing at-only one mile an hour,
the effect on the exposed eatin
is the same as 11 degrees below
zero in still ter. Hard to believe,
Isn't
If the temperature is 20 and
the wind is five miles an hour,
theta equal to 27 degrees below.
If the wind is 10 miles an hour,
it is equivalent to 38 below.
In a 45-mile-an-hour winciaa
temperature of 30 degrees, just
below freezing. 'has the same
etfeot on exposed skin as 40
below zero in still air, according
to the chart.

--GUM*

&round beef and

Airm Igsfeffl.- .

DAY

MAL

"Everyone knows that it feels
colder when the wind blows, but
most people don't realize haw
much colder it is," the Army
said.

OR NIGHT

753-6363
cc

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, Ky.

co DUFFY TkS c,
by TUCKER REALTY

The chart was developed 'five
yeare ago _by the Army surgeon
getilikil‘s
and has since
been made mailable to field
troops on a worldwide basis.

Wanted Trainees
Men - Women

IB M
Keypunch operators qualify In
2 weeks. Starting salaries up to
era per week. Tabulating operators qualify in 6 weeks Starting
salaries up to $100 per week.
Rapid advancement. Tuition financed.
Write:
PC MT
Res st-0 - marrey, Kanteeky

Tucker Realty and
Insuvance Co.
592 Maple

PL

3-4142- C

COMPLETE INSURANCE COVERAGE

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH....

-q5-P- PARKER MOTORS

symbol of

PLasa 3-5273
and Trucks
LARGE VOLUME —

Murray, Ky.

LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CARI

SPECIAL

*

*

PER7,'7E' ANTI-FREEZE

1.59

Installed
Tax Paid

IARTIN OIL COMPANY
Second
and Main Streets
w,.

Cals:tc•11

so

TODAY!
and SATURDAY

CHTBI Gee GARY ;II)Boo
NEW! fieriGh
JCOLEY1ON•Ciok Daus!
ITS
MAD; 400;
a" PEEN SIVIRC •
S
TRADoeko..
1 •

••
Oa •••Cl.• ••••,••• #
•01110•116 MMUS Iv... •

*

NoRidsTo.Rms
with JOEY DEP. - GARY CROSBY - KAY MEDF0BD

ROCK 'N ROLL - TWIST
""

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

THE WILDEST WONPER-CRUISE EVER!
471-111-1%'
.°
ti

GERALD NANCE and his
BLAZING ROCKATEERS
Saturday Nite, Jan. 26
SQUARE DANCING
•

FOR COKRECT

PLuS SECOND FEATURE

- - presents -

8 - le P.M.

The Faxon 4-41 Chili met Tuesday Jan. 22 at the school. The
thane was "The Duties of 441 Officers and Members." The officers
for the year are Ricky Rudolph.
president. Cathy Lovett, vice president, 'Billy Dodd, secretary, Bat
vid Smith, reporter, Paula Smith
and Deborah Futrell, song leaders.
There were 31 members, Mrs.
Barletta Wrather and Mr and Mrs.
Edward Lee, present.
4-13 Club Reporter
David Smith

Forty below was described by
the Arany as -the same as being
in a deep freeze." It is the lowest
temperature given on the chart.

HOLLERDROME

Tren,,,-Ameeiran
thia_C.OrtaikVfe rich-celery onion.
are
mimed Imola-axe gravy. istnera of camas top off the metaled peppers.

Faxon Junior Beta
Club In Contest

---

tarts

Sunday! John Wayne in `HATARI'

$1.25 Drag
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I
4
•
•

.
4

1

1 0

FRIDAY -- JANUARY

?NE 1.*MOra a

TIMES

—

MURRAY, RINTUCKY

NUARY 25, 1963
0

xuor Beta
Contest

When these
sulin as they

---,TR Club met Tuesit the school. The
ie Duties of 4-11 Of-

concluded

be no

ly Lovett, vice Presodd, secretary, Dee
weer, Paula Smith

take over smell balance on easy

LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new

OR

monthly payments. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
546, New

SALE

HOUSE TRAILERS - 27 FT. PalAlbany, Indiana.
130c
ace, $895. 38 ft. Stewart, 2 bedsiXi used mobiie biomes, all sine,
$1 PER
DAY RENTAL JON rooms, 61,560. 41 ft. Llear, 2 bedeee us before you Wade.
jailLiic electric caupet
shaMpoOer With l'Ocens, $1,695.
ft. buddy, 2
purchase of Blue Lustre. Crass bedrooms, $1,996. Nine others to
GET YOUR CAR AND TRUCK Furniture.
jade chooee from. As little as 10 per
license now and avoid the rush.
cent d o w n. Matthews Trailer
Please bring your 1962 license
FOR RENT
Sales, Hwy. 45, Mastitild, OH 7receipt.
j245c
9066.
j28c

resent.
A) Reporter

4B

id Smith

with a
low cost
TAD

SPLNET PIANO BARGAIN

Re—1

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
PARTS FOR ALL ELECTRIC
Short block from college
shavers at Landsey's Jewelers. "c
istration Bld,g. 1606 Farmer Ave.
Phone PL 3-2210.

OR CORRECT

POE

2

I

MALE HELP WANTED

BEDROOM MODERN Apartment, electric heat, available F.
OPPOR1st, adults only. Ronald W. Char- SEE IBM TRAINING '
turrities on the Arnu.semerat Page
chili, PL 3-2411 or PL 3-2'736.

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

AY OR NIGHT

jak
--

753-6363 ,

4 ROOM UNFURNISISED Apartment Gas heat Dtal 763-1072.

COURTESY

ES BANK
J

el
Tay, Ky.

WANI1a) CARRIERS FOR A
Sunday Courier Journal mute'Wi
the Murray area. Good opportunity to supplement present
come Write to
to Jerry
Robbins,

ill REALTY
ADDING AN ENCORE--Singer
Frankie Avalon, 22, signs
Frank T. *vellum*, his real
name, on a marriage license
in Santa Monks., Cants as
fiancee Kathryn Delbel, 28,
a dental technician, look.s

111$
1
1
?
t
ecits

224

Cumberland,
ducah, Kentucky.
_
A NICE MIDDLE AGE

mans

APT.

next to movie ads.

FEMALE

)18,21,26,28p

Diabetes May
Be Prevented
By New Drug
By DELOS SMITH
UPI licience tditor
— From five
NEW YORK
medical
years of revolutionary
experience in controdding diabetes
with a drag emerges the possibility that this chronic, incurable
disease can be prevented.
It is an &moat incredible poscihility from the medical science
viewpoint. This disease, which is
known to afflict approximately!
1,500,000 Americans, is notorious

HELP WANTED

for its inevitability.
Nevertheless the possibilits was
with supporative eviSEE IBM TRAINING OPPOR- advanced,
by Dr. Stefan S. Fajans
tunittit s on the Amusement Page dence,
Jerome W. Conn of the Uni318,21,25,24 and
next to movie ads.
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

wrrti

COMING Facilities
two boys.
7162-3666.
AOC

Since the beginning of a Federal training program last year
to he
areas of chronic unem-

classified as "pre-diabetic."
Tolerance ID refs

Sensitive testing revealed their
ployment, more than 700 Ken- body chemistry had a decreased
tuckians have enrolled in free "tolerance" for the sugars and
job-retraining programs, the State I starches of their diets. In fuLlDepartment of Economic Security blown diabetes there is little if

I repo res.

any "toleratice." The lack of it
is due to the failure of the pancreas glared to secrete the hormone, insulin, which is required
for "tolerance."
All 20 were put on

ARE GETTR441

the

it Os
araa.D•i• Saal•alk a.* eilimaa•as

Zealty and
Lnce Co.
PL, 3-4342

see mew sewares

swe •••••. •••••••

,
• rfint.rvtterance far inn irneatierse, yeti "Mr. punSia. 7.71Is is ea "ST.
•-•1•T IT•
r
ota
s.
ales wi.h priue iii tar eyes that tic up mid up. la
saa
co • ..issioto. New Turk
:arn you."
I vraerrt just taking the sanction ..,c
• Las Dirt Soli Arch.'
111.1.4111 (.a/ oR faille, ri,:a stopped ! phifoz,ophically. Even though It
He- movzd away frost
peN tail top tio s.,..11parle• and II.
ni.dnet nap ictii.ed •171, a freci et was uselets, she liked it that tic went to the v.ii-Ids.tit
action
ratherethan
la13--eark.
ctandinz ettli his titc:i to e -n-.
t:tatnient tot erettehers when •reher tried to' take
a:t4 the tatter's trtgweernan. Harryi accept
pt nuns meekly.
As atnearcly as he c:uld mean
Ittarz,. arise nim. Bat 'tics have
--7ernTST
She tett--oorioifslY imecrisal to t anything. he crud- rnemr.
Care; ,
la one,.
the situation and wil-hod fiercely he said to her. Cat it dull
Sc Pier want.
Imre the country ,
sigga,,i,„ eft. that., line were charmer enough of heat swept Over hint rabe
to
Noe I le ads
war. are14icam
toenail. -him forget their pre- realised that ha woe right tifsre,
being +let. I:ed. and he wInts a
ent. The best she Could with the big wo:-ds but rst,
million donate to take with him.
He has decided Carlo must help him do was to riffle the deck of when it came to extort. i.e
kidnap eau« child ot a wealth)
family lot quirk ransom It ta mode carda and ask with synthetic didn't haee the guts to 0" r
cleat to Carlo that it he doesn't brightness:
thing about their prodie-.. .
nelp tie will
e
o' gangHe hadn't Cl....njr.
"Gambling, anyone?"
land style It he
perates, he'll
gct a :-ut ot the ra -010
Muth.
Carlo dropped his arms and
In nu. tea Car o
oc VeronBeing a hen. irtIR fine !
ica .Roanyr She d n young drugh- Came back to her.
tr.1 ei his perm e'
est (newts.
who wanted to be a dead tpe • I.
Wittout her parents' itnowl,dge, bi
"Later, maybe. Just now, let's
What the neal. The smart Sass
arranges to
h-r risk to when! talk...
mites
rat etinn,
was to wait comfortably tor ts
Acterdlny to _pIan.
driveg
"What about?"
ransom to be paid, alter
to where the elgriessera ere waiting
"You
pick
it."
to overpower them near • secluded
Nick would let thorn
no
farmnPuse Nick and Harry pretend
She hesitated a moment and worse for their expericrisi.
they don t snow Carlo and Include
hlm In the ransom demands to then asked tentaUvely:
NOt for a moment did Ir.
@s ell suspicion While locked In ad.
"Carlo,
were
you
serious
doubt Nick's good faith. He
l"°* morns. ups:•ire in the farmhouse. Ronny and Carlo •re told this morning about the
ranch' might operate on the (siege of
that they will
(reed when the Mud-farm or whatever It was?"
ranee,
"
paid
the underworld. but it was umeta. at night.
"Why shouldn't I be?"
throteh ftn open hot•Oir resriPter
versally khown that Nick ArchIn t114 floor. Carlo hears Nick and
"Well—" she hesitated again,
Harr, allacitssmg their plan&
er's word was better than an
this time betweenaskeeelnd bib
other man's hoed.
approval and honesty Honesty
CHAPTER 25
But the dull heat didh't go
"IT'S GOOD busineas for me to won out. "It's hard work, you
away. The Iron bar felt dool on
I lie seen around, practically
Ma forebead. He thought or a
"And I'm just a lazy lout?"
proof I got nothing to do with
dozen nice adjectives to Justify
"I'm not saying that. But you
this snatch operation," Nick
himself. He was being sensible,
Arctier told Harry Mats. "And Sever did de arty work, hard or
discreet, reasonable, cdoperanot,
before."
tomerrow we insure you. You'll
"People can change, can't toe
go downtown early, show your.
parase
Then
a searing
self where you're known, just they?"
crossed his mind and he knew it
"Have you?"
like always. You got plenty of
"Maybe I hava" he said described him better than all his
time.
white-washing
adjective.s. He
"If the ad's in the Dispatch
was Just a tinhorn hero.
9°be
"Jrulsyt, since yesterday?"
you phone your instructions to
• • •
'That's right"
the suckers After that, you got
-Then maybe this kidnaping IT WAS after eleven that night
the whoa, day free till ten at
Was good for you."
when Carlo heard the black
night. You might look in at a
"It
wasn't the
kidnaping, Milan drive around the home
couple of the horse rooms, say
Ronny."
and %to the barn. Ronny was
hello to the managers, tell 'ern
a'SThen what was it!"
already in bed.
we're brink from vacation And
"TM not Sue.. I think it was
He snapped off his light and
expect to be on the Job next
you."
peered out. Nick, carrying someMonday. Put over the idea 'busi'Me!" She was overwhelmed thing balky 111 eACh hand, came
ness as usual
wi'h delight and too artless to to the back door. Carlo ran to
"Good Idea."
hide it
the hot-air resister, turned it
"Wait. Here's a better one.
"Bonny,
people
don't
use noiselessly to the On position
Go to your tailor and gat your- Words like, 'gallant' any more. and lay down On the floor beself measured for a new suit."
But It fits you. Your spunk, your side it
"But I won't be here. Where's blekbon., your Writ, all
He heard tonfulted sounds.
the sense?"
threeeh Oils rotten business
greetings, snatches of talk and
Your tailor makes a better something for me."
exclamations which added up, in
witness than all the racetrack
"Ill tell you something, Carlo. Carlo's interpretation, to admircharacters put together. Maybe I wasn't brave, 1 was scared ation of the luggage and passwell never need him but in case clear through. All I did was try ports which Nick had brought.
of a slip-up---"
to be what you'd like a girl to
"I even bought our bus tickHarry roared with, laughter. be ta an emergency. That was ets," said Nick. "We leave Fri"1 get it l• can lust see the more important than the dan- day afternoon at three if everyJury- any jury. Two victims to ger.thing goes like we hope. That
guard and the kidnaper's out
"You're a real honey," he gives tie plenty of time to cart
haying
new
clothes.
They'd said softly. It was no longer • those two somewhere and drop
laugh us into an acquittal. Nick, game to either of them.
'ern."
they don't come smarter than
"Oh, Carlo." Her voice Was
Harry cleared his throat neryou!"
smothered. "You do like me?"
vously. "Sit down a minute.
• •
"Like you!"
Nick. We oughta talk."
FTER HARRY had taken
"I guess I mean-- love me"
"What about?"
Melr luncheon tray,
"I don't MUM if Ws kW*. Out
"Those two.s
Wedneaday afternoon stretched It, the way love ought to start.
"Go ahead."
ahead heavily for Carlo Ives I want to get going, do some"Well, I think you got the
and ftonny Sheldon. Waiting thing, be somebody, se I'M fit wrong slant"
was a weary job.
to be loved."
"How so?"
Carlo stood restlessly at the
She sprang to her feet and
"Nick, you know what I think
window, still making a produc- weneflose to him.
of your brains. They don't come
tion of shaking the immovable
"Carlo," she whispered. -Take any smarter than you in my
bars which turned the comfort- me in your arms."
book. But for once, your way's
He tilted up her chin with A gonna trip us up."
a'room Into a prawn.
Ronny watched him with tol- finger and smiled down at her.
To Be Continued Tomorrow)
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TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE- Under this guarantee your Ford
Dealer, for an additional period of two years, ma give a
15% cash discount from Ns regular retail prop on any
repairs he makes that are necessary to keep your ear or
truck in senoceable condition.(Lacept, of ocalinee
of accident or abuse.)
FOR THE WEST DEAL
MI USED CARS
SEE YOUR
FORD DEAtER TODAY

18 19

•:", 54

SERVICEARIUTT GUARANTEE-Tow Ford teeter ass
inspected, road-tested and, it necessary, recenchtioned
every A 1 Used Car or Truck and guarantees that g itt so
see vocea Die condition.

FIRST-NORTH GUARANTEE-Under this guarantee poor
ford Dealer, for the first 30 days(or 1,000 miles), will eve
a 50% cash discount from his regular retatd price on aril
repairs he makes that are necessary to keep your car at
terawwwww-- • •Imsak aseisallineri.t.F.sesastfor area mad lakes,
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1962 Production Of Fire Cured Tobacco In
Fall Limning Aids Acid Soils,
Two State Area Was 43.5 Million Pounds Boosts Plant Food's Power

itt

NOTICE

By Stephen E. Wrather
for fire-cured leaf. The large erally speaking, within this price
Director. Tobacco Division.
shipments last year perhaps were
Etaport values by counAgricultural Marketing Service,
tile
resent of seeeral factors, tries in 1961 were: France 52.5
U.S.D.A.
namely: (11 a barter program. cents per pound; Netherlands, 493
Production •nd Prices
121 poor crops of dark tobacco; cents: and Belgium, 52 8 cents.
1962 ?reduction of Kentucky in Europe, and 131 stepped As! Internal tariffs between member
and Tenneasee fire-cured tobacco purchases in anticipation of the countries already have been reis currently estimated at 43.5 increase in import duties in conel duced 50 per cent- and eventual-.
million' pounds, or siightlY ia:nection with the Common
lye.will be eliminated entirely.
excess of 1981 production of 43.3 ; ket. Exports are ex: ected to do! Perhaps the greatest impact will
rmLUion pounds. Production of well in the current year. ale' be on shipments to Beige* and
Eastern fire-cured Type 22), es- though it is .doubtfel, that they the Netherlands since the import
timated at 31.8 million pounds, is will be as high as during the (fury on our tobacco going to
700,060 re-untie under 1961 pro- past year. There is no Indication these countries was 37 cents per
ductien Western fire-cured (Type that world coneumption. of dark pound prior to the Commen Mar23). estimated -at 112 million tobacco is increasing. Accenting- ket. The current duty for these
pounds. :is 500.000 above 1901 1. exnert sales are tensely se- particular countriee. as a result
Lune conditions an acid soil tor better crop gross .1.. It increases
production. Y:e'ds per acre for sociated with aNhilability of sup- tf eornmon Market schedules, is
the efficiency of the fertilizer you use and helps ha .d soil strut:
lure
based
and tilth. But it must be "teamed-up" with needed amount
on
Kentucky-Tenneseee
16
per
fire-curoltee from other countries. parcent ad valorem.
the
nitrogen, phosphate and potash fertilisers.
of
WO:
a
minimum
ed area of 1.526 paunch are a ticularly Italy and Nyasaland.
of 66 cents and
a maximum of 8 4 cents per
Little below the 1961 level of aid other competative factors.
kj ANY Midwestern farm
2—Lime, where needed, rein
pound The rate for Gerrneny
1.552 paunds. This is in contrast • Foreign Competition
1.1'1 soils are limping along on forces other good managemeri
pri
%r
to
a "lime deficit budget," accord- practices, such as fertilize!
Clam/non Market was
with the sharp increatee in yields
Ttaly and Nyasaland ale .our
ing to`college agronomists. who I use, improved, crop varieties
per acre experienced in the flue- principal competitors. Production 19 4 cents per pound and thus
urging farmers to 'give and proper tillage.
are
cured and burley areas. The 1961 in both countries declined sharp- will not be affected greatly. exyour limespreader a work-out
3--Lime increases the avail!
crop of Type 22 averaged 40.7 ly in 1961 because at gnswinag cept perhaps to favor loweariteel
this fall."
ability of many mineral plate
cents per pound and Type 23. cand.ti,
"Agronomists say lime ap- nutrients in the soil, especially
ins Hnwever. harces.ta Fn tobacco. The appltiaalion of an
plications are not keeping pace phosphate; and it increases the
38.9 cents per pound, both of Nyaseland totaled 25 3 million ad valorem duty ten.ch to favor
with lime needs on thousands efficiency of applied fertilizer
t a 1 y and
which were below the • recard pounds in 1962. the! cat-gest since law -orient tobacco.
of
acres of atad soils. reports on such soil.
levels for the 1960 crops Market 1959. The prospects are for a France did not have impost &the National Plant Food Insti4—Most lime furnishes both
average .nriees for the 1962 ernP .1krger crop in 1963 The Italian ties as such, but. having tobaccotute, in reviewing statements calcium and magnesium to
memeraties, import duties are not
Should be as good or perhaps 'narvest in 1902 of
by these specialists.
growing plants. Both of these
better than 1901 prices. The av- pounds was up suhertantially from neceeary in connection with reg-Lime may be protenble on. nutrients are important among
fields tt here corn is grew-a-eon- the so-cajled minor or trace
ersge level of 198n crop price 1961. but was leenthan half she ulattrig or influencing importsThnuously. ti help build soil elements:
'Lippert for fire-cured 'tobacco at : 1955a59 average of 292 milftIn •:
structale and tilth. Lilac is a
5—Fall liming can be par39.2 rents pet pound is four- The eventual ehmir.ation of. inmust ie grow legume crops on ticularly beneficial to legume
tenths of 3 cent per pound over ternal tariffs in the Ctsmrn :acid soils."
aaeclings in stubble fields. The
the 19111 level.
First step in a liming pro- plants may have a better
Market area fevers experts
gram is a soil test • white, tan chance of winter survival if soil
Domestic Usage
ttalian fire -cured to Oammon
give
the best estimate of the acidity is corrected. By neuDcmeetic usage of fire-cured Mario" countries Nvasalend. asamount of hate needed
tralizing soil acidity lime, too,
The Faxen Junior Bata Club
lief felt to the lowest level in suming, the United Kingdom beOnce the need is established can help next spring's legume
many years during the 1961-62 . -comes a member ef the Carrunon met Thursday in the club room
and the proper amount applied, seedings make a good start.
marketing' year. Output of muff. Market will perhaps strive for with president Glen Chaney callfarmers can !oak forward to
Important as lime is, it is not
these benefits from liming:
which was maintained at about an associated status If this should snit the meeting to order
a sot "cure-all," the agrono1—Lime enc
l'e ac- e,i-as point out. Lime must be
The putpose of the meeting
40 milhon spettnele otentrelly !fear develep, it, will- further aggravate
tivity of beneer-tri.-7
'
--'•i in -IVA • ed up with 'fertilizer cona Munber of years foltawing the export outlook for fire-cured was to hear 'an announcement
the
ar
.-hac.e.soil
Tit(
a
tasiing nitrogen, phosphate and
on the contest for the cleanest
World War II. has trended down- tebaceo.
mote the decay of organ c mat- potash, where needed, to get
•
roan at Faxon. The conteet was
ward since 1956 The 1902 output European *Common Market
ter. thus building. stet sartecture the best long-range, high profit
Mares-red by the Beta Club of
of snuff was about Xt.7 million
and tilth
crop yielding zesults
Currently it would appear that -ha school.
pounds *'me fire-cured leer iS
The award, a prize of $2. was
used in Ptalian-type cigars and the common externsl tariff on
relatively small . quantities also leaf tobacco for Comm ,n Market prigented by the Beta Club to
are blended wikh other tobacco countries ultimately wall be 28 the third Trade room The rift
and used as cia. %bier. The ov- per cent ad YS
. with
a grade room was runner-up
erall. doinestic csnsumption in minimum of 132 cents per pound
Gary Turner
1983 may be slightly in excat 1 and a marimem of 172 cents.
Reporter
the figure for 1962. 'The caa-reot In other words, the flexible ;stye
annual domestic coreurript...n of appl:es to tobacco valued roughlv
ay GAYLORD •2. GODWIN
I ly will be held in late May or
Kentucky - Tenneteee fire -cured between 47 and 61 cents per
United Press International
tobacco is about 172 million ! pound. The average value per
early June If two-thesis -of the
WASHINGTON 11.11V — The Al- I growers voting approve the 1904
pounds
pound for fire-cured tobacco exriculture Department is generat- program authorized by Congers
Eaports
s rtis at the present time is. genMy a full head of steam in its Last fall. it will to into effect
In contxest with domestic usefforts to persuade American II they Nit. i•t won't.
-age. exports of Kentucky-Tenwheat growers to approve the
Freeman already has made
nesnee fire-cured during the past'
19n4 wheat program in a nation- several speeches in the wheat
marketing yes? (October 1961ie reterendum :n 'a nation-wide prochteing sect:o-- plittstm the
September 198Q) were the lartI-1
referendum
propeied 1904 program It is the
est in marry sears The Meet•
(Jr. Sc a Department spoke, Administration tregrarn He had
exported was 29 S mithon pounds 1
-man put it. the agency- LS pushing a major pert in working it out
XI HA rot 'ire rofl flow into , John Falloort University of
(farm - sales - weiCe% compared
full steam ahead in an attempt and through Congress
1-• the pt. KetS of Mid -test' Miepuri extension soils spe, cialist, says farmers can gen• avith .21 milhan tearing -thf- pre: roves ws.ei fertilize ti eir
to acqua.nt growers with all facts
expect
the
report,
erally
an
this
of
increase
tall,
wheat
,
er
/No Choke
vious year Much of the Increase!
in the wheat situation so that
Insatate. ene bushel •aer acre for ever)
at.o..al
Food
Plant
'
went to the Netherlands which
they will not vote any way but
trot.1_1(ites liv cailege three pounds of nitrogen they
Freeman
has said in effect.
is our most important customer
"yes- in the referendum
a..
rrans_ in a number of add. wc.ere the soil's phosphate
The wheat surphis is a serious that unless the adrrunietration pro.t.i -,ot-sh levels are satisfacry
problem and the Department is gram is adopted there will be no
n is riots indicate winter
Dr Floyd W. Smith. Kansas
anxious to bring supply of the other Undoulateddas he has spread
:were boasted 14
• tt 7 v
• atc are when r..1r0- State University agronomist.
breadgrain into lire with demand this impreseion with full knowledge that Cowes could auther.
- •-l-1:7•:- was added at- tali teae top profit wheat producthrough managed production
tion requires a fertilizer con're
le another program in the reeiit
91e Pressure
feltn 30 to 50 pounds of
more than one-third of the growIndiana agrono- taming.
naregen
per
acre
Secretary of Agriculture Orvil• eport etlective 'oleic reers voting cast "nil' ballots
"Ph! nahnte and potash use
le L. Freeman his made it clear
•••••
•
should be determined by soil
•40,..ireinumilakii
that neither he nce• the DepartThe Department arranged sevtests," he notes. "But generally
ment is tryirrg to teM the farmer eral briefings thie week on the
spealur
the use of plant fooe
supply g "I to- 50 pounds of
how to vote Rather, he sand, tWe 1904 program Invited were cerphosph • a..0. 15 to 25 peuris
• en.
seek to spell out the results that
tain netts reporters. some memof potash per acre is satisfacwill flow from a 'yes' vote and
tory."
bers of the newspaper Farm Edifrom
a
'no'
vote
this
responClinton Hoover, University ot
sibtlity to make the facts known tors Association from throughout
Nebraska extension agronois one (tie Secretary and the De- the country magazine writers, ra-•
mist, says wheat growers
a- auld -set the table for two"
parnnent well do our best to meet" duo-TV reporters, representatives
-..ert they fertilize in the fall.
He hrs ond. however, that the
hs means applying enough
choice is between order and of land-grant :cottages, and mem.nutrients
:,ant
to
assure
top
•
•
bers of various Department agenchaos
heat yields and to feed' the
The wheat referendum probata cies
ern 5-Otrae
rA of so:1 organisms -that
• **plowed-d.own straw
..nto soil-building humus
_ s, •
Where the fall straw plow•
s( tan runs two tons per acre
cheat
• .iiitred
up
to 50 pounds of nitretten
per at cc and ei1/4
I
• u,tiel•
mie ellen nettled plant ue needed to turn straw in:,
.- added at fall seeding ,,rti-inIc matter, feed soil -or
a and supply needed r
tor the winter %rhea.
app
•
',a:, at ; it,,;h
an•ophate fertilizer!, as
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o
aso tit 5011 tolls sir -i
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POSTAGE COSTS
HAVE NOW INCREASED

in TIME TO COMPARE YOUR MAILING COSTS
WITH THE COST OF A REGULAR NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING PROGRAM TAILOED
FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

13.4 _Milton

P.xnn 4-H Club
Meets On Tuesday

Are you getting your share of business? Profit dollars
are dollars that are rung up after those regular fixed
costs are reached. Plan your advertising carefully this
year with newspaper as your primary media and you will
find, like thousandis orothe-r "succesakilb-usinesses, that
bigger s.les can be obtained. It is time to say NO to those
expensive frills where no effective merchandising can be
accomplished. You'll build a better community lay taking
your OWN ADVICE . . . -SHOP IN MURRAY"
Whet would an ad the size of a post card cost to run
once a week with regular changes in copy? How much
to reach a customer?

r

Efforts Great To Get Wheat
Growers To Approve Quota

Read the I.edgers
Classifieds

•_•-, Dollars For Farmers
Who Fertilize Winter Wheat

You can reach 9 homes with yo'-u'
advertising for less than one cent!
You can run an ad the size of a post card (see below)
for approximately $3.50 per run.

This is an ad the size of a post card . . ,it would

v.!

PCA

cost you $120.00 in postage alone to reach as
many families as a Ledger ad of this size, or any
size reaches, daily. Of course, you have printing
and handling costs added with direct mail, making you overall cost more than 30 times as much
as a newspaper ad for the same size.

Now Offers

COLLEGE EDUCATION LOANS

SUCCESSFUI‘ETAIL BUSINESSES ACROSS THE NATION SPEND MORE THAN

Now, you can
Finance your
Son or Daughter's
College Education

immaciam40L-

11Se OF THEIR ADVERTISING DOLLAR IN THEIR LOCAL NEWSPAPER. THEY
HAVE CONSISTENTLY DONE THIS FOR OVER 20 YEARS. THERE IS MORE
MONEY SPENT IN NEWSPAPERS THAN IN ALL OTHER MAJOR MEDIA COMBINED, THERE MUST BE A REASON ... THERE IS . . .

et-

Newspapers Sell

PCA LOANS can be sat up to pay for tuition, board, clothes and books. Stop in today
and learn all about this NEW PCA EDUCATIONAL LOAN.

•

LOW, LOW INTEREST COST

r • 14

CALL 753-1916 — ask for a gpresentative to call on

Your interest rate on an Educational Loan

:

will be figured at our low rate of 6% Simple
Interest. You pay only for each day you
have each &Rai'. Repayvnent is geared to
your income.

you now and show you how to use the Ledger for greater
sales and profits in the New Year.

"You'll Do Beller with PGA"
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'GET YOUR SIGHTSEEING TICKETS HEREe—To na and tons of les coming cryer Marva rana
has started to bury the "Mat 9f the Hut' ticket office. -The beihengr when:, tteltsfUl Effir
sold for the boat ride below' the falls, le 36 feet above river level.
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ASSOCIATION
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